




Roser is one of leading manufacturer of 
lightweight Stone Coated Steel Roof.

World-class roofing materials that have achieved world-class 

certification and are used in more than 70 countries.

With Quality as our masthead, ROSER stands out in the world. Mediocrity is not a term the ROSER 

understands. Over the past several years, the QC team of ROSER worked to acquire ISO9001 

certification to enhanion to ensure that our customers get competent and through Service. Through 

ceaseless effort and meticulous work, ROSER developed its brilliant Technology for the benefit of our 

clients. We are confident that as a supporter of ROSER's Innovative techniligy, you will see tangible 

differences i n your life. For your safety and comfort, ROSER protects against all kinds of weather.

The Reliable Partner for Roofing Solutions.
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Overall Length 1,135mm (44.68")

Length of Cover 1,010mm (39.76")

Width of Cover 375mm (14.76")

Roof Cover/Tile 0.378m² (54.068ft²)

m²/Coverage 2.64tile/m²

Weight 2.57kg

Overall Length 1,295mm (50.98")

Length of Cover 1,225mm (48.22")

Width of Cover 395mm (15.55")

Roof Cover/Tile 0.483m² (5.19ft²)

m²/Coverage 2.07tile/m²

Weight 2.9kg (6.39Ib)

Overall Length 1,255mm (49.41")

Length of Cover 1,220mm (48.03")

Width of Cover 395mm (15.55")

Roof Cover/Tile 0.482m² (5.18ft²)

m²/Coverage 2.07tile/m²

Weight 2.8kg (6.17Ib)

Overall Length 1,335mm (52.55")

Length of Cover 1,270mm (50")

Width of Cover 370mm (14.56")

Roof Cover/Tile 0.469m² (5.05ft²)

m²/Coverage 2.12 tile/m²

Weight 2.8kg (6.17lb)

Overall Length 1,318mm (51.89")

Length of Cover 1,260mm (40.60")

Width of Cover 365mm (14.37")

Roof Cover/Tile 0.459m² (5.05ft²)

m²/Coverage 2.17 tile/m²

Weight 2.9kg (6.39Ib)
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Overall Length 1,325mm (52.16")

Length of Cover 1,265mm (49.80")

Width of Cover 374mm (14.72")

Roof Cover/Tile 0.473m² (5.09ft²)

m²/Coverage 2.11 tile/m²

Weight 2.9kg (6.39Ib)

Overall Length 1,340mm (52.75")

Length of Cover 1,280mm (50.40")

Width of Cover 365mm (14.37")

Roof Cover/Tile 0.476m² (5.02ft²)

m²/Coverage 2.14 tile/m²

Weight 2.8kg (6.17lb)

Overall Length 1,355mm (53.34")

Length of Cover 1,280mm (50.39")

Width of Cover 370mm (14.56")

Roof Cover/Tile 0.473m² (5.09ft²)

m²/Coverage 2.11 tile/m²

Weight 2.8kg (6.17lb)

Overall Length 1,325mm (52.16")

Length of Cover 1,265mm (49.80")

Width of Cover 374mm (14.72")

Roof Cover/Tile 0.473m² (5.09ft²)

m²/Coverage 2.11 tile/m²

Weight 2.8kg (6.17lb)

Overall Length 1,340mm (52.67")

Length of Cover 1,280mm (50.39")

Width of Cover 370mm (14.17")

Roof Cover/Tile 0.473m² (5.09ft²)

m²/Coverage 2.11 tile/m²

Weight 2.9kg (6.39Ib)
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TUSCANY tile features a unique and premium offering of the classic beauty, 

elegance and architectural detail of an antique Italian tile. As a durable, 

lightweight and a true barrel roof tile, TUSCANY tile outclasses on the 

performance, which is stronger against crack and hail and storm impact 

comparing to the claY OR CONCRETE TILES.
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STEELGUARD is a premium ROSER Stone-coated Steel Roofing Shingles

which has the look of the Premium of line Asphalt Shingles with an enhanced 

durability and a stylish new design.With a beautifully designed color palette

and a dimensional depth in shape, STEEL GUARD is

the roof of your choice providing beautiful design and long lasting protection.
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PLANO is a stone coated steel roof tile with beautifully crafted modern design. 

With its stylishly clean and straight lined looks, it has a hidden fastening interlock 

system and can be installed direct to deck. Roser Plano is the roof of 

your choice providing beautiful design and long lasting protection. 
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Thanks to its premium wood grain design, STONEWOOD SHAKE adds

natural and elegant appearance on your house.

With the beautifully finished two-tone color touch, STONEWOOD SHAKE adds 

premium wood grain design to your house. Stone Wood Shake is a world 

famous, unbelievably light-weight roofing system that can enhance

the look of your roof with its elegant design and great color range. StoneWood 

shake is designed and manufactured to withstand many kinds of severe 

weather such as extremely hot and cold temperature,

strong wind, and heavy rain. The granulated stone chips on the surface give 

additional beauty and weather protection to your roof.
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A glorifying roof capturing the admiration of homeowners with

its elegant Mediterranean style design

CLEO is an elegant and romantic Mediterranean-style stone coated steel roof with a 

classic taste. Its classic aesthetic appeal and its unique coloration displayed a perfect 

harmony with the environment that will draw admiration from all homeowners.
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PIANO SHINGLE provides your house an elegant and luxury appearance 

with its distinctive engraved embossed design

PIANO SHINGLE is a graceful roofing that adds a distinctive elegance and 

unique appeal to stylish homes with its bold surface appearance to give you

the dimensional effect. Piano Shingle has the heart of steel and an appearance 

that can blend naturally with all surrounding environment. 

Unlike others, Piano Shingle has a unique double side overlapping advantage 

that fits perfectly for easy installation and less wastage of material. In addition,

the overlapping part is designed same as its surface, so the whole roof would 

look as one unit. Piano Shingle also comes with a wide range of rich colors to 

match your color preference for an ideal roof.
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ROMAN CLASSIC, an elegant and romantic Mediterranean-style

stone-coated steel roofing tile

ROMAN CLASSIC offers a unique and distinctively beautiful roof for modern 

nobility like you and your family. Roman Classic, an elegant, romantic 

Mediterranean-style stone-coated steel roof, provides the aesthetic

grace of the highest quality European tile combined with the distinguished 

merits of stone-coated steel roof. 

It creates the concept of a noble stone-coated steel roof. 

Roman Classic provides the strength of steel with the classic look and beauty 

of randomly flashed Mediterranean tile. Roman Classic comes in a variety

of colors for you to choose from. With Roman Classic tile you have the look of 

heavy tile without the weight. Roman Classic allows you to design

or re-roof without having to structurally reinforce your home.
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With ROSER BOND, you will enjoy the beauty of

your roof for the rest of your life

ROSER BOND, with its traditional and solid design, is a world famous, 

unbelievably light-weight roofing system that can enhance the style and

beauty for all types of residential and commercial houses.

ROSER BOND is designed and manufactured to protect your home against 

many kinds of severe weather with its overlapping and interlocking installation 

system. The granulated stone chips on the surface give additional beauty

and weather protection to your roof..
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A roofing system that redefines the meaning of classic elegance

SPANY is an excellent roofing system by its shape and design.

SPANY’s softly curved elegant and classic design enhances the appearanceof 

your existing or new house instantly. In addition to its aesthetic beauty, SPANY 

is designed to protect your home against the most severe weathers with its 

overlapping and interlocking installation system. The granulated stone chips

on the surface give additional beauty and weather protection to your roof.
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With wood grain design, ROWOOD provides

inherent natural beauty on your roof.

ROWOOD is a world famous, unbelievably light-weight roofing system that 

can enhance the look of your roof with its beautifully curved natural wood 

pattern. ROWOOD is designed and manufactured to protect your home against 

many kinds of severe weather with its overlapping and interlocking installation 

system. The granulated stone chips on the surface give additional

beauty and weather protection to your roof.
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